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Multimedia Citation Guide

Public Domain

Public domain materials never had a copyright or are out of copyright. These materials will be designated with some indication of the public domain or will say “CC0” or another symbol.

Cite Public Domain materials by writing in the caption, credits, or citation section of the item:

Image (or insert material type) used courtesy of the Public Domain in the collection of the Historical Museum.

Collection of the Historical Museum - Insert the location that you located this item. i.e. Joint Archives of Holland Michigan, Library of Congress, Wikimedia Commons.

BEST PRACTICE if possible (although not required) is to hyperlink where you located the item.

Creative Commons Licenses

Creative Commons licenses are a great way to determine not only if you can use an item, but under what circumstances use is permitted. Pay attention to these restrictions and be sure to use them appropriately.

Cite Create Commons Licenses by writing in the caption, credits or citation section of the item:

Image (or insert material type) used under CC3.0 BY. Created by John Doe.

CC3.0 BY - Insert the number/letter combination of the creative license your particular resource is under. Check out creative commons.org for a list of these licenses or likely your resource links out to an explanation as well.

BEST PRACTICE is to insert a hyperlink when possible to the creative commons license on this text in the citation.

John Doe - Insert the creators name into this section of the citation. This may sometimes be a username like “eltpics.”
BEST PRACTICE is to insert a hyperlink when possible to the place you found the multimedia item.